1. Definitions

For the purposes and for the effects of the deposit in the Institutional Open Access Archive of Research of the Gran Sasso Science Institute (hereinafter referred to as GSSI), it is meant by:

❖ **Licence** - granting the use of the Contribution to Scientific Literature or the Work of an Author to the GSSI for institutional purposes only.

❖ **Contribution to the Scientific Research or Work** - any text including data such as images, videos, tables, drawings, diagrams, graphs and formulas that is intended for scientific debate, protected by copyright laws, the use of which is offered in compliance with the terms and conditions of this License, of the applicable legal provisions and of the publishing contracts signed between the author and the publishing house or between the author and a third party investor or sponsor. The definition includes, by way of example, articles from scientific journals, conference proceedings, monographs and book chapters, doctoral theses.

❖ **E-print** - the Work in digital format is filed in the Institutional Research Archive in one or both of the following versions:

  ➢ **Digital editorial version**: the digital version of the Work edited and published by scientific publishers (publisher’s version);
  ➢ **Referenced digital version** (referenced postprint, postprint of the author): the final digital version accepted by scientific publishers which integrates the results of the referencing process and does not present logos or trademarks of the same publisher (editorial layout or postprint);

❖ **Institute** - the GSSI, which, for institutional purposes only, exercises the rights of use conveyed by the authors of the Work with this License, that shall not prejudice any practice by the author or the publisher of the rights of economic exploitation.

❖ **Author** - anyone who, by depositing a Work in the GSSI Institutional Open Access Archive, declares and guarantees that he/she is the intellectual responsible for the creation of this work, the integrity and authenticity of the version deposited and that he/she holds the right to use it for the purposes established by this License, within the limits permitted by the current legislation and by any contracts entered into with third parties.
Institutional Open Access Research Archive of the Gran Sasso Science Institute - the Archive intended to receive:

- the descriptive bibliographic metadata of the Work;
- the self-archiving of the Work in a version accepted or published by the publisher in the best possible format (Contribution);
- the information on the editorial contract relating to the Work.

Libre Open Access - the publication of a Contribution to the Scientific Literature accompanied by the free, irrevocable and universal concession to all users of the right of access to the Contribution, of the right to distribute, transmit and publicly display it and the right to produce and distribute derivative works in any digital format for any responsible purposes, subjected to the authentic attribution of the intellectual authorship, as well as the right to reproduce a limited quantity of printed copies for personal use.

Free Open Access - the publication of a Contribution to the Scientific Literature accompanied by the free, irrevocable and universal grant to all users of the right of access. In Free Access, the rights to distribute, transmit and publish the Contribution through personal websites or Institutional Archives are not granted.

Closed Access - the form of deposit within the Institutional Research Archive which conceals the Contribution to the Scientific Literature and makes it accessible and visible only to authorized GSSI personnel.

Metadata - the basic metadata (descriptive and structural) and the metadata related to the belonging context (e.g. administrative-managerial information related to departmental affiliation, Academic Discipline, etc.) of a Contribution to the Scientific Literature.

2. Declarations And Certifications

The Author:

- declares and guarantees that the Work made available with Open Access, through the GSSI institutional research archive, is original and he/she has full, exclusive, unique and territorially unlimited ownership of the intellectual property rights of the Work and that the rights of use on the same are granted to the GSSI through this agreement.
- to be the owner of the moral rights on the Work itself and to not violate any economic rights passed on to third parties;
- that the Work does not violate any third party rights.
relieves the GSSI of any liability for disputes that, in Italy or abroad, third parties may raise legitimately for the violation of copyright laws and/or other legal provisions that prevent or limit the possibility of making the Work public and available. In the event of false declarations or ascertained violations of copyrights, the GSSI reserves the right to take any initiative or action deemed appropriate, possibly also in legal terms;

that, in relation to the Work archived in Open Access, one or more of the following options are available:

- it is a pre-print version of which the author owns the rights of economic exploitation and for whose diffusion with Open Access for institutional purposes (possibly after an Embargo period has elapsed) has the clearance from the publishing house that has eventually published the post-print version;
- it is a post-print version without the layout, logos or trademarks of the publishing house that allows its diffusion in Open Access for institutional purposes, possibly after an Embargo period;
- this is a referenced post-print editorial version for which the publishing house allows the Open Access for institutional purposes, possibly after an Embargo period;
- it is an abstract of the Work whose economic exploitation rights have not been transferred to the publisher or third parties;
- this is a version whose economic exploitation rights have not been transferred to the publisher or third parties;
- the publisher or organization that financed or sponsored the Work and to whom the rights of economic exploitation have been assigned has authorized its Open Access archiving in writing;
- it is other attached material whose economic exploitation rights have not been transferred to the publisher or third parties, or for whose dissemination in Open Access for institutional purposes is cleared by the publishing house or third parties who hold the rights;
- the Embargo period has not yet elapsed.

to have fulfilled all the obligations specified in the contract both in the event that the Work has been submitted to the publisher and in the event that it has been sponsored or financed by third parties;

that, if the Work has been drawn up in collaboration, to have made known to the other co-authors, co-owners of the same copyright, on the willingness to proceed with the self-archiving in Open Access in the Institutional Archive and to have previously acquired their consent. In this case, the consent of the co-authors, who have been informed, is understood to be presumed until proven otherwise. If one of the co-authors communicates that he has not given his consent and makes a
specific reasoned request, the GSSI, having evaluated the request, reserves the right to proceed with the removal of the Work or to prevent its accessibility. The Author has the right to prove the consent of the other co-authors, if already acquired.

3. Concession Of The Use Of The Work

In compliance with the terms and conditions contained in this agreement and in the contracts stipulated with the publishers or with the financing or sponsoring organizations, the provisions within the laws on copyright, the Author grants the GSSI a not exclusive, free, irrevocable and universal License to archive, store and make public the bibliographic data of the Work as well as to archive, store and possibly make public the Work in Open Access (Libre or Free) in the Institutional Archives and to exercise the following rights:

❖ memorize, adapt, transform, reproduce and communicate the Work and the related bibliographic metadata in formats and through softwares that may be different from those with which they were originally created, in order to guarantee its conservation and accessibility over time, unless the Author states the need to apply special restrictions;
❖ insert the bibliographic metadata of the Work in the OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogs) and in the indexes of International Open Access Resources dedicated to the Works in Open Access so that the citation of the Work remains always visible.

Based on the provisions stated on this Licence, the Work must always be loaded in the best possible version, in full text and accompanied by the summary/abstract and all the bibliographic data necessary for its identification, cataloging and contextualization and, if attributed - the unique identification codes of the Work in the published version or in the collective publication in which it is inserted (eg, ISSN of the magazine, ISBN of the book, DOI of the article or of the single Contribution) and the URL of the published version, between the editorial digital version and the referenced digital version, both in Closed Access and, when possible, in Open Access. Only for cases of Open Access dissemination, and if copyright, clauses and contractual terms prevent the dissemination of such Open Access versions, it is possible to archive the unreferred pre-print version to be specifically intended for the circulation of scientific production.


❖ GSSI reserves the right:
  ➢ to remove the Work or to prevent accessibility for legal, administrative or technical reasons;
➢ to not exercise, on behalf of the Author, any legal action for copyright infringement on the Work;
➢ to reproduce and communicate the Work in a format or with a software different from that with which it was originally created in order to guarantee its conservation and accessibility over time by any new IT systems.

❖ The GSSI is not responsible for any loss or damage to the E-prints stored in the Institutional Archive, while committing itself to guarantee the utmost care in the conservation of the same.
❖ The Author undertakes to provide true and complete information about the authorship and originality of the Work made available in Open Access through the Institutional Archive. In the event that truthful information has not been provided or violations of the copyright of the effective third party owner of the Work have been ascertained, the GSSI reserves the right to take any initiative or action deemed appropriate.
❖ The invalidity or ineffectiveness, according to the applicable law, of one or more of the provisions of this agreement, will not result in the invalidity or ineffectiveness of the remaining terms and, without the need for further action by the parties, the invalid or ineffective provisions will be considered corrected within the limits of the measure that is indispensable to make them valid and effective.
❖ In no case can the terms and provisions of this agreement be considered waived, nor any violation can be considered permitted, unless such waiver or consent results in writing from a declaration signed by the party against whom such waiver or consent operates.
❖ There are no other understandings, agreements or declarations relating to the Work other than those specified here. The Author will not be bound by any other additional provision that may appear in any communication from the GSSI.
❖ This agreement cannot be modified without the mutual written consent of the Author and the GSSI.